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Background
Sparse Reward Robotic Manipulation Tasks

• Sparse Indicator Reward R(s) = I [‖φ(s)− g‖≤ δ]

• Reward Shaping⇒ Suboptimal Behavior

Experiment Results on Modified Environments

Note: The object and the goal are uniformly generated on the green and the red segment, respectively. We do not include the +EBP versions for FetchReach and HandReach since they do not contain object instances for EBP [4].

Motivation: Hindsight Goal Generation as Automatic Curriculum
Hindsight Experience Replay

• Enrich reward signal
• Replay past success tasks
• Generate goals for exploitation

Automatic Curriculum Generation [3]

• Self-paced training
• Explore unknown nearby region
• Generate goals for exploration

Characterizing Common Assumption

• Policy Generalizability⇒ Lipschitz Continuity

|V π(s, g)− V π(s′, g′)| ≤ L · d((s, g), (s′, g′))

Hindsight Experience Replay (HER)
Standard Experience Replay

B = {(st, g, at, rt, st+1)}

Hindsight Experience Replay (HER) [1]

BH = {(st, g′, at, r′t, st+1)}
s.t. g′ = φ(st+k)

r′ = Rg′(st, at, st+1)

Replay achieved imaginary goals.

Distribution Mismatch in HER

• Off-policy Training (Exploitation)

– easy-achieving hindsight goals are
close to the initial position

• Behavior Policy (Exploration)

– actual goals are distant from those
hindsight goals replayed by HER

Hindsight Goal Generation (HGG)
Main Contribution

A novel hindsight goal generation algorithm directing behavior policy.

Algorithm 1 Exploration via Hindsight Goal Generation (HGG)
1: Initialize π
2: for iteration = 1, 2, . . . , N do
3: Sample T̂ ∗ = {(ŝi0, ĝi)}Ki=1 ∼ T ∗
4: Select K hindsight task instances to construct T . surrogate problem

max
T

V π(T )− L ·D(T , T̂ ∗)

s.t. supp(T ) ⊆ BH

5: Collect K trajectories {τi}Ki=1 ∼ T × π . direct exploration policy
6: Store {τi} into replay buffer B
7: Perform minibatch update on value and policy network

Additional Diversity Constraint

Select K task instances from distinct trajectories to construct T .

Maximum Weight Bipartite Matching (MWBM) [2]

w((si, gi), τj = {s
τj
k }

T
k=0) = max

k
V π(si, φ(s

τj
k ))− L · d((si, gi), (s

τj
0 , φ(s

τj
k )))

Construct Bipartite Graph

• Actual task batch T̂ ∗ = {(si, gi)}

• Past trajectories {τj} ⊆ B

• Task difference measure d(·, ·)

• Matching weight w((si, gi), τj)

Construct T

• Immediate initial states si

• Hindsight goals gi ← φ(s
τj
k )

(si, gi) ∈ T̂ ∗ τj ∈ B

τ1

(s1, g1) τ2
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Self-Scheduling Curriculum

HGG

HER

Episode 500 Episode 1000 Episode 2000 Episode 3000

• Try to understand the location of the
object in the early training stage.

• Learn to move the object towards the
easiest direction.

– pushing the object to the location
underneath the actual goal

• Learn to finish the desired task.

– picking the object up

Crafted Distance Metric

Conclusion
We present a novel automatic hindsight goal generation algorithm.

• Generate valuable hindsight tasks to enable efficient exploration for goal-
oriented off-policy reinforcement learning.

• Formulate a surrogate optimization to identify hindsight goals that are
easy to achieve and also likely to lead to the actual goal.

• Introduce a combinatorial solver to generate such intermediate tasks.


